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Here are some of the challenges organizations are facing
when outsourcing manufacturing.
Quality control:
Quality issues are a recurring headache for many companies and brands when outsourcing
manufacturing. Not being on the scene monitoring the production often results in errors which are
impossible to correct before it is too late.

To further complicate matters, 3rd party inspection, although more and more commonplace, is often
found wanting as it usually depends on the diligence of 1 or 2 people motivated by getting through the
process as fast as possible, thereby enhancing their income.

Communication:
Different languages and communicating across continents are obvious obstacles, especially in China
where culture and language differences can set serious boundaries for successfully outsourcing
manufacturing.
As a result a lot of time is wasted, meaning that many valuable resources, which could be put to better
use in other parts of your organization, are spent solving simple matters and correcting errors.

Corporate Social Responsibility:
All major brands and organizations in the international community require an adequate CSR profile.
Failure to comply with international standards for workers’ salary and living conditions are not only
immoral but can have fatal effect on a company’s brand image.
As with all other aspects of outsourcing, it is often a leap of faith to trust the company to whom you
outsource these responsibilities, to honor these standards in the same way as you would yourself. Time
and time again brands get into trouble in areas where they thought they were completely covered.

How we can help?
Sinex Solutions Guangdong regional office is a joint venture cooperation with sales offices in Shanghai
and Guangzhou, representing three major production facilities based within the paper packaging
center of China. Production is divided into fully automatic and crafted production. Fully automatic
production is handled by sophisticated machinery manufacturing complete box solutions. Boxes which
require craftsmanship are produced on half automatic production lines, being perfected by highly
skilled workers.
Price Advantages
We rely solely on the trust of our customers. We always guarantee the agreed quality of our products,
and, before entering cooperation, a contract is drawn up with our clients’ requirements regarding
quality, delivery times and compensation if contract is breached. A tightly knitted network of trusted
paper suppliers enables us to guarantee quality at the lowest cost possible. Our extensive knowledge
of materials often enables us to find new materials that can decrease prices whilst still upholding the
required standard.
Sinex Quality Guarantee
We rely solely on the trust of our customers trust. We always guarantee the agreed quality of our
products, and, before entering cooperation a contract is drawn up with our clients demands regarding
quality, delivery times and compensation if contract is breached.
Corporate social accountability is a very important aspect of our business, and the business of our
customers. We have found that ensuring workers’ rights does not conflict with our competitiveness;
it is a means of keeping only the best staff and is the only way for us to ensure stability and continuity
in our company. Having worked in China for ten years, we are fully aware of the challenges we face to
secure a better environment for future generations. These tasks can only be achieved if everybody
makes a concerted effort: we at Sinex Solutions pride ourselves on being a light tower in building and
improving our local community.
Our products must comply with the strictest demands in the world when it comes to product safety,
and further to that we have implemented a 100% fully biodegradable waste management and
recycling system. Extensive planning on our side guarantees that we never take on more orders than
our organization is equipped to handle, relieving both us and the environment from across the globe
air transport, thereby minimizing our carbon footprint.

CASE STUDIES:
Live It Experiences:
The surface paper is super luxurious Plite paper imported from Italy.
The inner trays are custom made using velvet coated PU from our own
injection mold facility.
All materials comply with environmental regulations worldwide while still
being able to withstand temperature changes from 40 to – 40 degrees
Celsius.

Excitations:
Highly exclusive gift box with carefully handcrafted imitated leather .
PP tray, with a velour surface inside the box.
Logo incorporated into the construction of the box where a cardboard
ring is added to the front of the box
A high degree of handicraft is needed for the production of this box.

Miet 24:
Cardboard construction with printed art paper surface.
Inner tray is made of printed art paper mounted on cardboard.
Construction made to fit so no closing mechanism is needed
This box is produced with a lesser degree of handicraft and is, in
general, cheaper in production than a box where a lot of handicraft is
needed.

Abrazi:
Card board covered with printed art paper.
Silver embossed logo.
Foam inlay.
Lid is detachable from bottom part of the box.
This box has a high degree of handicraft and demands a thorough QC.

Who we are
Sinex Solutions was founded in 2008 by long term outsourcing experts Martin Kristensen and Jens
Christensen. With our head office in Shanghai and regional offices in Quanzhou, Guangzhou and
Nantong, Sinex Solutions today employs a total of 18 production engineers and key account
managers. Each regional office is situated on site in our manufacturing unit, which makes both
communication with clients and quality management very effective.
With more than 30 years’ combined experience in China, we offer our clients the very best
combination of service, competitive prices and product quality.
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